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Abstract
The classification of emotional speech is a challenging task and
it depends critically on the correctness of labeled data. Most of
the databases used for research purposes are either acted or sim-
ulated. Annotation of such acted database is easier as the actor
exaggerates the emotions. On the other hand, emotion labeling
on real-world data is very difficult due to confusion among the
emotion classes. Another problem in such scenario is the class
imbalance, because most of the data is found to be neutral in re-
alistic environment. In this study, we perform emotion labeling
on realistic data in a customized manner using emotion priority
and confidence level. The annotated speech corpus is then used
for analysis and study. Percentage distribution of different emo-
tion classes in the real-world data and the confusions between
the emotions during labeling are presented.

Index Terms: emotion classification, realistic data, emotion an-
notation

1. Introduction
The recent growth in the field of speech processing has shown
scope for different tasks, emotion recognition being one of them
[1–5]. Like all other speech processing applications, quality
of speech database plays an important role in speech emotion
recognition [6]. It was shown that the recognition performance
depends more on the type of data than the choice of input fea-
tures [7]. Performance of the system in practical condition de-
pends on the degree of naturalness of the database used for train-
ing. In most of the openly available speech emotion databases,
emotions are simulated by professional or nonprofessional ac-
tors [8, 9]. Further, the emotions are not produced in a conver-
sational context leading to lack of naturalness in the emotion
content. However, while coming to the real-world applications
for emotion recognition, emotion models trained on non-acted
speech database is preferred. Because the models trained on
acted speech database may have huge variations from that in
the real-world scenario.

There comes a lot of challenges while dealing with realis-
tic data. Presence of ambient noise in speech data can severely
reduce the performance for emotion classification. The authors
of [10] have studied emotions in noisy scenario and found that
there is a significant influence of noise in detecting emotions.
Further, they proposed a framework with adaptive noise can-
cellation and few novel features using pitch and energy con-
tours for having improved performance under such conditions.
In [11], the authors focused on realistic data, where feature
enhancement using neural networks have been introduced for
emotion classification. The importance of context information
for emotion classification in practical database is demonstrated
by the authors of [12]. However, most of the studies available

in the literature for emotion classification under adverse condi-
tions are mostly simulated for the studies. Therefore, there is a
need to explore realistic data for emotion analysis. In this re-
gard, we focus on the analysis of emotion classes on a database
collected from conversational speech in practical settings.

The studies for emotion recognition require appropriate
emotion annotation for correct classification. In case of sim-
ulated or acted speech, the labeling of emotion classes is eas-
ier because the emotion label is predefined or scripted. On the
other hand, labeling of practical conversational speech is com-
paratively difficult and requires careful attention prior to choos-
ing an appropriate label, as the performance of system directly
depends on availability of correctly annotated speech corpus.
Therefore, annotating process on realistic data becomes pivotal
for correct analysis. There exists different tools for the purpose
of annotation, which has a marker panel to label the emotions.
Wavesurfer is one of the most widely used tool for speech pro-
cessing applications that can be used for annotating emotion
as well [13]. There are few other annotation tools like AN-
NEMO (ANNotating EMOtions) and Higgins annotation tool
that have been designed for annotating emotion from audio-
visual data [14, 15]. In this work, for the sake of simplicity
to the users Wavesurfer is used for annotating emotions on real-
istic data.

As discussed the process of annotation on real-world data
is very important to have the ground truths to be correct be-
fore proceeding with any further study. Therefore, we have
customized the process of annotating speech emotion in this
study. The users will mark top three emotion classes associ-
ated with each speech segment according to the priority based
on their perceptual evaluation. Here, top three emotion classes
are considered to have a more appropriate label for a segment.
Further, they use another panel to provide a confidence score
in the range 1 to 5 associated with each emotion class which
are marked. The motivation of using this confidence scores for
annotating emotion has come from the Geneva emotion wheel
(GEW) structure [16]. We believe that priority based top three
emotions and confidence score scheme would provide a better
estimate of an emotion class for realistic data. Further, as con-
tinuous conversational speech is used for the study, a speech
segmentation algorithm is introduced to first obtain segments
from the continuous speech to annotate emotions. Finally, we
present a study based on the annotated corpus that can provide
useful remarks for the confusing emotion classes in real-world
scenario.

The rest of the work is organized in the following manner.
Section 2 details about the realistic database and the process of
customized annotation process for speech emotions. The stud-
ies and the discussions made on the annotated speech corpus
used in this work are reported in Section 3. Section 4 finally
provides the conclusion of the work.
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Figure 1: Geneva emotion wheel depicting different emotion
classes [17].

2. Realistic Database and Emotion
Annotation Process

This section describes the details of real-world data used in this
work and the annotation process considered for marking speech
emotions. The annotation process with emotion priority and
confidence level is inspired from GEW structure. The segmen-
tation process used for the continuous speech segmentation is
also discussed here.

2.1. Realistic Speech Corpus

In this work, a conversational speech data collected in real-
world scenario has been used for the studies. This corpus in-
cludes day to day conversation from a large population over
telephone channel in English language. Approximately 10
hours of data collected in such condition is used for the analysis.
The data contains 29 different telephonic conversations. Auto-
matic segmentation is carried out on each conversation. A total
of around 13000 segments are obtained which are then used for
emotion labeling and analysis. A team of 10 members having
scientific background with basic speech knowledge are consid-
ered as labelers for the study. Due to confidentiality involved
with this database, we are unable to share the database publicly
at this moment.

2.2. Geneva Emotion Wheel: Different Speech Emotions

The GEW is a theoretically derived and empirically tested in-
strument to measure emotional reactions to objects, situations
and events [16]. It consists of different emotion classes over a
wheel structure that are aligned in a symmetric manner. Six-
teen out of twenty distinct emotions are used in this work. Fig-
ure 1 shows the layout of a Geneva wheel, where 16 different
classes are depicted over a circle. It has two axes that denote the
different emotion behavior. The horizontal axis is for valence,
which indicates attractiveness or pleasantness of an event. Neg-

Algorithm 1 : Segmentation algorithm

1: Compute short term energy of speech using window size of
20 ms with a shift of 20 ms.

2: Segment onsets and offsets are marked at the instants where
the signal energy crosses 0.02 times the average signal en-
ergy.

3: Adjacent segments are merged if the gap between the bound-
aries are less than 150 ms. (This is performed to remove the
spurious gaps produced due to the low energy sounds such as
stops, weak fricatives etc.)

4: If the duration of a segment is less than 400 ms and if it is
at least 700 ms away from the adjacent segments, then the
segment is discarded. (This removes the isolated spurious
segments of very short duration.)

5: If the duration of a segment is less than 2 s and it’s adjacent
segment is present within 700 ms, then those adjacent seg-
ments are merged to make a single segment. (This ensures a
minimum segment duration of 2 s for most of the segments.)

6: Segments are saved ensuring at least 150 ms silences region
before and after the detected segment onsets and offsets.

ative valence corresponds to unpleasant and positive valence
corresponds to pleasant emotions. The vertical axis refers to
arousal or control, where level of arousal increases as we move
from bottom to top of the wheel. For example, the emotion
anger happens due to high arousal as well as it is an unpleas-
ant state. Therefore, its position in the Geneva Wheel is in the
fourth quadrant. The emotions having similar aspects are in the
same quadrant of the circle which can be seen from the figure.
There are five levels confidence shown in terms of small circular
structure for each emotion in the GEW that shows the amount
of confidence level for a particular emotion.

2.3. Automatic Speech Segmentation

It is very difficult to mark a single emotion label for a very
long speech file. The signal may contain different emotions
at different instants of time. Therefore, it is essential to split
a longer speech signal into smaller segments. The segmenta-
tion is performed based on signal energy. Short term energy
is computed and segment boundaries are marked at the instants
where the signal energy crosses 0.02 times of the average sig-
nal energy. Subsequently, some segments are merged and some
are removed depending on the size of the segments and the gap
between the segments. The detailed segmentation procedure is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 2 illustrates the segmentation process. Fig. 2 (a) shows
portion of a speech signal and the segments (in dark rectangles)
obtained by thresholding the short term energy of the signal.
Spurious gaps which are less than 150 ms are removed by merg-
ing the adjacent segments. The spurious segments which have
less than 400 ms duration and are occurring at least 700 ms
away from the adjacent segments are discarded. The refined
segments are shown in Figure 2 (b) using the dotted rectangles
along with the speech signal. Segments are further refined by
merging the adjacent segments which are not more than 700 ms
away and are of less than 2 s in duration. Refined segments are
shown in Figure 2 (b) using the dark rectangles. This further re-
finement ensures duration of most of the segments greater than
2 s. After obtaining the segments, the segmentation boundaries
are saved in a label file (.lab) for processing in Wavesurfer to
mark emotion classes.
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Figure 2: Figure illustrating segmentation process. (a) A portion of a speech signal along with the segments shown in dark rectangles
obtained using short term energy. (b) Speech signal and the segments after refinement.

Table 1: Statistics of different emotion classes on realistic data
annotated using customized labelling.

Emotions #Occurrence (%) Avg. Confidence Scores

Neutral 62.29 4.9

Pride 0.70 4.6

Elation 0.85 4.8

Joy 4.59 4.7

Satisfaction 1.04 4.8

Relief 0.47 4.4

Hope 0.92 4.5

Interest 1.88 4.2

Surprise 1.34 4.5

Sadness 4.82 4.7

Fear 0.30 4.5

Shame 0.16 4.3

Guilt 0.47 4.7

Envy 0.24 4.9

Disgust 1.98 4.1

Contempt 4.70 4.6

Anger 13.24 4.7

2.4. Annotation

The annotation is performed using Wavesurfer tool as men-
tioned earlier. For each segment obtained using the automatic
segmentation method as explained in previous subsection, the
user marks the emotion class for the particular segment based on
perceptual knowledge. As perception of emotion is highly sub-
jective and varies from one user to another, we have proposed
a customized annotation process for labelling. This customized
process involves emotion priority and a confidence score. The
emotional state of a person are very loosely differentiated as
we go around the GEW. Therefore, the user is required to pro-
vide three emotion labels to a particular segment on a priority
order. Further, a confidence score in the range 1 to 5 has to
be given for the three priority emotion class on another panel
in the Wavesurfer. In this way, combining the priority emotion

and confidence level score we intend to derive a more appro-
priate emotion label for a particular segment of data collected
in real-world environment. It is also to be noted that if the user
finds that a particular segment has no specific emotion, then one
can mark it as neutral speech.

3. Studies and Discussion
In this section, we make a study on the realistic data used for
emotion analysis. It is important to know the significance of
different emotions present in day to day conversational speech.
This can help in choosing relevant emotion classes in a practical
setting. Further, finding the confusions among different classes
is also useful as that can help in differentiating one class from
another along with possibilities of evolving different method-
ologies for discriminating confusing emotion categories. The
studies in this work primarily focus along these two directions.

Table 1 shows the statistics of different emotions on the an-
notated realistic data used in this work. Percentage of occur-
rence of the emotions which are labeled with the highest con-
fidence score are shown in the table. It can be observed that
most of the speech in day to day conversation is neutral (around
62%). Only 38% of speech are marked as one of the 16 emo-
tions shown in Figure 1. Among these emotions, joy, anger, sad-
ness and contempt are observed to be marked frequently com-
pared to other classes. Average confidence scores correspond-
ing to the first priority based emotion class are also shown in
the third column of Table 1. It is observed that confidence level
of the labelers are on the higher side while marking the neutral
class. Further, it is observed that confidence level is lower in
case of emotion classes disgust, interest and shame.

Table 2 shows the confusion among different emotion
classes during annotation. The confusion matrix is computed
by calculating the probability of second priority emotion class
given the first priority emotion class. It can be seen that almost
all emotion classes are confused with the neutral class. On the
other hand, once the neutral is marked as the first priority, it is
less likely that any other emotion class is marked as the sec-
ond priority. Among different emotion classes, anger, joy and
disgust, when marked as the first priority class, are confused
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Table 2: Confusion matrix showing percentages of second priority emotion classes given the first priority emotion class during
annotation. Boldfaces are showing the diagonal entries and red colors are showing the major confusions.

Neutral Pride Elation Joy Satisfaction Relief Hope Interest Surprise Sadness Fear Shame Guilt Envy Disgust Contempt Anger

Neutral 91.1 0.2 0.2 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.3 2.7 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.6 1.8

Pride 17.6 42.6 2.9 1.5 5.9 0.0 1.5 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.9 8.8 1.5 8.8

Elation 16.9 5.1 16.9 13.6 18.6 1.7 10.2 8.5 1.7 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

Joy 7.9 1.0 6.4 70.0 4.6 1.5 1.0 3.1 1.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.3 1.8 0.3

Satisfaction 28.6 5.5 3.3 5.5 25.3 4.4 12.1 2.2 0.0 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.2 0.0 1.1

Relief 14.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.0 39.0 4.9 7.3 0.0 12.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Hope 21.8 0.0 1.3 2.6 2.6 3.8 41.0 14.1 1.3 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 1.3 0.0

Interest 20.3 1.4 4.7 6.1 2.0 0.0 9.5 34.5 6.1 8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.7 2.0 2.0

Surprise 16.4 0.0 2.6 0.9 3.4 0.9 0.9 8.6 47.4 1.7 2.6 0.9 0.9 2.6 5.2 2.6 2.6

Sadness 26.5 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.5 3.2 1.6 1.1 30.2 3.2 1.9 9.0 0.5 3.7 6.4 11.1

Fear 14.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 14.3 32.1 10.7 10.7 0.0 10.7 0.0 0.0

Shame 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 0.0 50.0 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0

Guilt 7.9 0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 23.7 0.0 5.3 42.1 0.0 0.0 10.5 5.3

Envy 19.0 4.8 4.8 4.8 0.0 0.0 14.3 14.3 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 14.3 9.5 4.8 4.8

Disgust 2.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 2.3 2.0 0.0 2.0 0.7 0.7 81.6 2.6 4.3

Contempt 25.8 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 1.2 14.7 0.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 16.0 31.3 3.7

Anger 4.0 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 9.8 0.1 0.2 0.4 2.5 11.9 0.4 68.8

lesser compared to the other classes. Further, it can be seen
that elation is confused with joy and satisfaction, relief is con-
fused with satisfaction, hope is confused with interest, fear is
confused with sadness, shame and guilt, shame and guilt are
confused with sadness, and contempt is confused with disgust.
Except the confusions with neutral, most of the other confusions
are occurring near the diagonal of the confusion matrix. This is
expected because the emotions around the diagonal are placed
closer in the emotion wheel.

The reported studies in this work are few preliminary inves-
tigation of speech emotion on real-world data. These analyses
can form a basis towards future explorations on emotion detec-
tion in realistic environment. Further, the customized annota-
tion process having emotion priority and confidence level can
be useful while dealing with unlabeled data collected in prac-
tical settings. The future work will focus on developing emo-
tion recognition systems for day to day conversations using this
annotated speech corpus and its comparison to acted emotion
based systems.

4. Conclusion
This work discusses the need for investigating emotions on re-
alistic environment data from the view of potential applications.
The importance of annotating emotions in real-world condition
is highlighted as the emotion classes are very confusing in such
scenarios. In this regard, a customized annotation process using
Wavesurfer tool is proposed that involves emotion priority and
confidence level. The emotion priority involves top three emo-
tions identified by the user and the confidence level provides a
score in a scale of 5 to depict the associated confidence. Fur-
ther, an automatic segmentation method is proposed to segment
the long conversational speech into smaller segments for anno-
tation process. The studies are made on a database collected
on a day to day conversational speech over telephone channel.
In this work, analysis on the occurrences of different emotion
classes on real-world scenario has been investigated. Addition-
ally, the emotions well distinguishable to other classes and the
most confusing ones are studied that may provide some insights
for future explorations to handle the sensitive cases. The future
work will focus on extending this work to build emotion recog-
nition systems using the annotated practical data and then to
evaluate on conversational speech in realistic environments.
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